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How do we find joy in this life and where do we lose it?

A detailed humorous photo-answer to this question is contained 
in this little story.
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Everyone like be happy and jolly.



But unfortunately,  
there are times in our life  

when we feel a little bit different…



Why is that? How can we stay  
in a good mood all the time?



Or, perhaps, a better question  
is how not to lose our joyfulness?



Well, let’s take a look back and honestly  
try to remember the situations in which  

the light disappears from our lives.  
We will need to be completely sincere.



This road will lead us nowhere 
without sincerity.



So, we certainly lose our joyfulness 
each time when we to turn our bu… 
oh, I mean our backs on each other!



When we do some nasty little pranks,



…or deprive others of their freedom.



Joy abandons us when we frown 
upon somebody or get angry.



We feel sad 
each time 
we cheat 

somebody,



…or lose 
our sense of 
proportion,



…and when we exchange  
our beautiful dreams for…



…some cheap imitations.



Of course, 
at times like 

that we might 
think that  

we are fine  
but… it’s 

often better  
to ask others 

on how we 
actually look.



If we agree with that,  
then we have a good chance  

of getting out of that joyless pit…



…towards 
light  

and love.



To start, we should first open our eyes  
and gradually begin to deal 

with all these things. 



So, if in this life we try  
to always kind to the big, 



…and  
the small,



If we try with all our might,  
not to be jealous.



If we don’t  
judge nobody  

for an “incorrect”  
lifestyle.



If we don’t miss the chance  
to spend some time in nature,  

riding a wave,



…or at least running from it.



If we do something interesting  
in our life (and it doesn’t matter  
if nobody understand what is it),



…or simply to take  
photos of grasshoppers,



…if we never forget
to notice beauty,



…which is surrounds us all the time,



…then joy will never be absent
from our lives.
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